DIRECTIONS TO HOTEL LE FONTANELLE
SP. 408 / Km 14,7
53019 Pianella, SIENA (Italia)

GPS INFORMATION:
Latitude: 43°23’ 35” N
Longitude: 11° 24’ 42” E

Update your GPS Navigator version, so will be easier for You to reach our Hotel:
http://www.naviproitaly.com/poidownload.html

From Florence:
(two possible itineraries)

1. Take the motorway A1 in direction to Rome and take the exit to Florence "Impruneta".
   - Then go on through the motorway to Siena (it's called "Tangenziale") and continue in direction of AREZZO, passing through Colle Val D’Elsa, Poggibonsi, Siena...;
   - Do not exit in Siena, but go always on in direction of Perugia-Arezzo, until arriving at the exit "CASETTA";
   - So, exit and then go on passing through Monteaperti - San Piero on the SP 111, proceeding for Pianella (But DO NOT take for Castelnuovo Berardenga);
   - Arrived at Pianella, turn on the right in direction of Gaiole in Chianti, on the SP. 408, until reaching kilometer number 14.700;
   - At this point, you will find on your left the brown location signpost "FONTANELLE";
   - Proceed up on the hill, until you will find the entrance to the Hotel Le Fontanelle.

2. Take the motorway A1 in direction to Rome and take the exit to "Valdarno";
   - At the roundabout, take the first exit and proceed on SP 111 in direction of Cavriglia and Gaiole in Chianti;
   - After Montevarchi, at the roundabout, take the third exit;
   - Continue on SP 408 proceeding forward to Gaiole in Chianti;
   - After 24 km, you will find on your right the brown location signpost "FONTANELLE";
   - Proceed up on the hill, until you will find the entrance to the Hotel Le Fontanelle.

From Rome:

- Take the motorway A1 in direction to Florence and go on for about 177 km. Then, take the exit to Valdichiana-Bettolle-Sinalunga forward Sinalunga;
- Continue on SS 327, then enter the Raccordo Autostradale Bettolle-Perugia, proceeding on the Raccordo Siena-Bettolle for about 28 km;
- Proceed on the SS 73 for about 10 Km and exit to "CASETTA-Monteaperti";
- Passing through Monteaperti and San Piero on the SP 111, proceed then forward Pianella (But DO NOT take for Castelnuovo Berardenga);
- Reached Pianella, turn on the right in direction of Gaiole in Chianti, on SP 408;
- Precisely at km number 14.700, you will find on your left the brown location signpost "FONTANELLE";
- Proceed up on the hill, until you will find the entrance to the Hotel Le Fontanelle.